
 

   Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Pre-Ballet 1  TEACHER: __  RuthE Freeberg   

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

Turquoise Dress with Red Polka Dots and White Gloves 

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked ballet bun          

 

SHOES: pink ballet shoes                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: Bloch pink tights (T0921g) 

 

MAKE-UP: Lipstick, blush, eyeshadow (mascara and eyeliner encouraged)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  own nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:      DO NOT USE WHITE HAT                                                  

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 

 

.   

   Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday 5:30 Pre-Ballet 2     TEACHER: __  RuthE Freeberg   

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

Mint Green Dress with Flower Headpiece  

 

HAIR STYLE  slicked ballet bun, flower pinned securely on RIGHT side of bun   

 

SHOES: pink ballet shoes                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: Bloch pink tights (T0921g) 

 

MAKE-UP: Lipstick, blush, eyeshadow (mascara and eyeliner encouraged)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  own nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:                                                                        

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall 



Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday 6:15 Pre-Ballet 2     TEACHER: __  RuthE Freeberg   

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

Black and White Dress with Choker, Tiara and Gloves 

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked ballet bun, secure tiara in FRONT of bun         

 

SHOES: pink ballet shoes                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: BLOCH light tan tights T0920L  

 

MAKE-UP: Lipstick, blush, eyeshadow (mascara and eyeliner encouraged)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  own nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:   _________________ 

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 

 

         Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS:  Monday Ballet 2x       TEACHER: __ Rita Santos   

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

GIRLS: Black Cherry Tutu with Choker and Top Hat Headband BOYS: Red Military Shirt with Top Hat 

  

HAIR STYLE  LOW slicked ballet bun, LEFT side part, securely pin headband to the LEFT (top hat over part) pearl on the 

OUTSIDE 

 

SHOES: GIRLS: pink ballet shoes BOYS: black ballet shoes        TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: GIRLS: Bloch pink tights (T0921g) 

BOYS: black FOOTED tights 

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  own nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 



Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS:  Monday Ballet 3A      TEACHER: _ Rita Santos_    

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

White and Blue Tutu with Blue Choker and flower headpieces 

 

HAIR STYLE  LOW slicked ballet bun, LEFT side part, flower pinned securely on LEFT side of bun  

 

SHOES: pink ballet shoes                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: Bloch pink tights (T09351) 

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  own nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 

 

Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Ballet 3b           TEACHER: __ Donna Cherry   

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

GIRLS: White Peasant Dress with Flower Headpiece BOYS: White Shirt  

  

HAIR STYLE  LOW slicked ballet bun, LEFT side part, flowers pinned securely on RIGHT side bun (NOT as a headband)  

 

SHOES: GIRLS: pink ballet shoes BOYS: white ballet shoes                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: Bloch pink tights 

(T09351) BOYS: black KNEE-LENGETH tights over top WHITE FOOTED TIGHTS 

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  own nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 



Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Ballet 4x/5      TEACHER: _    Rita Santos_     

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class: 

Ivory Romantic Tutu with Halter Neck and Rhinestone Barrettes 

  

HAIR STYLE  LOW slicked ballet bun, LEFT side part, barrettes on LEFT side  

 

SHOES: pink ballet shoes                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: Bloch pink tights (T09351) 

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings NO GLOVES                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 
 

 

   Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS:  Lyrical 2x    TEACHER: __ Gabby Wright        

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

White Dress with Hairpiece  

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked low bun with left side part bun with headpiece secured on the LEFT     

 

SHOES: tan jazz shoes                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: BLOCH light tan tight T1935L 

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 



   Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS:  Contemporary 3/3x TEACHER: __ Gabby Wright    

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

Plum Dress with Black Applique  

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked LOW bun with LEFT part (no hairpiece)        

 

SHOES: NO SHOES                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: NO TIGHTS     

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:      SEW black applique to costume    GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

    

 

Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS:  Contemporary 4x/5 TEACHER: __ Gabby Wright    

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

Black Tank with Black Leggings with Stripes on Back  

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked LOW ponytail with LEFT part           

 

SHOES: NO SHOES                           TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: NO TIGHTS__ 

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  your own black sports bra   

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 



Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS:  Monday & Wednesday Mini Hip Hop  TEACHER: __ Gabby Wright        

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

Grey Sleeveless Top with Multi-Color Leggings and Cat Ears Headpiece 

  

HAIR STYLE two slicked buns with MIDDLE part, cat ears must be secured with bobby pins    

 

SHOES: white sneakers                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: NO TIGHTS  

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 

  

Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Tap 1x       TEACHER: __ Autumn Schneider       

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

GIRLS: Sailor Costume with Sailor Hat BOYS: White Sailor Top with White Pants  

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked LOW bun with left side part with hat pinned on CENTER of head     

 

SHOES: Tan tap shoes             TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: BLOCH light tan tights T0920L  

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:   ____________________          

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 

 



Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Tap 2     TEACHER: __ Autumn Schneider       

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

GIRLS: Floral Dress with Aqua Belt and Headband BOYS: Black Pants and Pink Bowling Shirt  

  

HAIR STYLE  low bun with left side part. Secure headband with bobby pins       

 

SHOES: tan tap shoes                             TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: BLOCH light tan tights T0920L  

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 

 

   Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Tap 2x       TEACHER: __  Autumn Schneider      

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

GIRLS: Raincoat with Blue Leo, Rain boot Spats BOYS: Black Pants with Blue Shirt and attached Vest  

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked LOW bun with left side part     

 

SHOES: tan tap shoes                                TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: BLOCH light tan tights T1935L  

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:   CLEAR UMBRELLAS for everyone. Use double sided tape to secure spats to shoe. DO NOT cover 

tap with spats   GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 



Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Tap 3/3x    TEACHER: __ Autumn Schneider       

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

GIRLS: Hot Pink Dress with Satin Hat and Black Gloves BOYS: Black Shirt and Pants with Pink Tie  

  

HAIR STYLE  slicked LOW ballet bun with left side part with hat secured on RIGHT side      

 

SHOES: GIRLS: tan tap HEELS                         TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: BLOCH light tan tights T1925L  

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

 

    

Rock West Showcase 2018 

Costume Accessory Information Sheet 
 

CLASS: Monday Advanced Theatre Dance     TEACHER: __ Autumn Schneider    

The following is a detailed description of your costume for this class:  

Halter Dress with Rhinestone Barrettes  

 

HAIR STYLE  ANY slicked back style (i.e. low bun, half up, ponytail) NO BRAIDS OR PIGTAILS    

 

SHOES: tan HEELS                             TIGHTS (Style #) or SOCKS: BLOCH light tan tights T1935L  

 

MAKE-UP: Regular stage make-up (lipstick, blush and eye make-up)  

 

ADDITIONAL UNDERGARMENTS:  nude leotard with clear straps  

 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:            GIRLS: Rhinestone stud earrings                                                                                                                    

Parents – Please make note of the following when finalizing your dancer’s costume needs for showcase: 

 The majority of ALL costumes will need some form of alteration in order to fit your dancer properly.  Most require minor 

sewing or cutting.  Non-sew hemming tape is available to iron on to adjust your dancer’s pant length. 

 Stage make-up should be darker than average daily make-up.  Even young children need stage make-up so they do not wash 

out under the bright stage lights.  Lipstick, blush and eyes are the most important. 

 Dance tights and shoes can be purchased at Definitely Dance in Exton, PA.  Please mention that you dance with the Rock 

School West and the color of tight you need as well as dance shoe that has been recommended by your teacher. 

 Please remember to remove your dancer’s costume from the package and hang it up to remove wrinkles.  Do not use an iron.  

Steaming in the shower can help. 

 Alterations MUST be taken care of by dress rehearsal.  It is very dangerous for a dancer to try to perform in pants that are too 

long where they can slip and fall. 

   


